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Editor’s Note
Welcome to the first issue of volume three of Brush Talks. This year
continues the good fortune we have had in receiving outstanding work
from talented artists. Jacob Rawson, whose travel essay on the northern
Mount Heng, in Shanxi, appeared in our last issue (Summer/Fall 2017),
is back with another tale, this one about the southern Mount Heng, in
Hunan. This represents the journal’s first series, as Jacob has kindly
agreed to write about each of his trips to the nine most sacred
mountains of China referred to in his biography on the facing page. So
look for more in future issues, as he takes us all on a vicarious trip
throughout China from this interesting perspective. Travel next from
rural Hunan to ultra-urban Shanghai, where Ryan Thorpe writes about
his acclimation to China over the years through his experiences with
taxis.
The first of our two groups of photographs does double duty as this
issue’s interview. Gabriel Geng brings us the stories of Chinese college
students who, after studying in the U.S., are now faced with the
decision to remain or return to China. Accompanying their portraits are
images of texts in their own handwriting in which they grapple with the
issues presented by their situation. Our portfolio section showcases the
photography of Jakob Montrasio, who crisscrossed China in his work
there as a photographer. Poetry in this issue returns (from the ancient,
last issue) to the contemporary, with work by Yuan Changming, a
contributor to our very first issue, and Gale Acuff. Happy reading!
Brian Kuhl
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Southern Haze
by Jacob Rawson
I gaze north toward Mount Heng’s crest
Then turning south, spot the immortal ridges
Seated in solitude, empty tranquility
With roaming eyes and an open heart
— Yu Chan (4th century)

T

he provincial capital of Taiyuan sits less than two hundred miles
from the northern Daoist peak, but the conniving terrain of

northern Shanxi puts it a full day’s journey away. At Taiyuan Train
Station I am obliged to send my backpack through an X-ray security
scan, and after fumbling with the straps and swinging it down, waiting
for it to tumble through the machinery, and repeating the initial steps in
reverse, I see that the security attendant on X-ray duty is slouched over
snoring. This I bring to the attention of the bathroom attendant who, in
the absence of other patrons, has kicked a chair back and set to giggling
and typing into the keypad of a pink cell phone. At my complaint she
forces an expression of concern, whispers “wake up” toward the security
attendant (whose snores have now doubled in intensity and compete
with the train whistles in volume), and returns to her keypad once I am
safely out of complaint range.
The Shanxi peaks roll flat into the Henan plains as my sleeper car
wobbles southbound on its steel tracks. I shiver in my upper bunk each
time a frigid breeze sweeps through the six-sleeper compartment. When
the car attendant comes by to fill our communal vat of boiled water, I
ask why the heat has not been turned on.
“It’s past March fifteenth. Standard regulations. No heat!” she says
without looking up.
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My compartment mates talk with each other in Sichuanese and
Hunanese, occasionally turning to engage me with standard Mandarin.
“What is the average American monthly salary?”
“Does the American government give unemployment benefits?”
“We’re just trying to understand how capitalism works!” they
chuckle.
Each southward mile brings a few new specks of green to the
landscape. The passing of hours brings pink and white peach and cherry
blossoms as the diesel engine races toward spring. Terraced wheat fields
and neatly-lined poplar farms spread out between brick-walled villages.
Soil-covered farmers wearing dust masks and sun hats look up from
their tilling and clodding to watch the train glide by.
We stop in a small cement-producing town next to a jutting
mountain range, and perhaps inspired by the view, the Hunanese man
runs out to the platform and hobbles back hunched over with eight
bottles of Snow Beer pressed against his chest. He passes these around
the compartment as more men climb down from the upper bunks to
join the makeshift party. Vacuum-packed whole ducks and salted
chicken feet appear, and I contribute a bag of peanuts. We clink bottles
and tear off greasy pieces of duck belly.
Whenever a new face appears around the compartment divider to
see about the commotion, a bottle of beer, a handful of peanuts, and a
chicken foot are shoved in his face, followed by the order, “Come, eat!”
Once we have our fill talking about exchange rates, health care, and
obesity, and the last drop of beer is guzzled and the last scraps of duck
devoured, I pick the stray pieces of duck meat out of my whiskers and,
with some minor acrobatics, hoist up and dive into my bunk, pulling
the thin railway-issued blanket around my body.
****
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With eight Daoist altars and eight Buddhist temples, the South Peak
Temple Complex offers equal opportunity worship. The roof eaves on
each worship hall jaunt upwards with the coltish whimsy of forked
sparrow tails. The perimeter of the complex is held up by seventy-two
stone pillars, one for each of the seventy-two peaks in the Mount Heng
Range, the seventy-two sacred stars in the sky, and the seventy-two
tributaries of the celestial Han River.
The South Peak Temples were erected in 725 A.D. as an altar to the
Daoist immortals, and grew each century with the help of local and
imperial investment. The wooden structures, which burned down seven
times in their thirteen centuries, marked the ritualistic beginning point
of a pilgrimage to Southern Mount Heng (homophonous with the name
of the northern Daoist peak, but written with a different Chinese
character), and every pilgrim, from emperors in silks to farmers in rags,
was required to kowtow at the base before making the sacred ascent.
I find a lunch of peppered noodles in a shop just outside the walls of
the complex. The elderly owner is a Hunanese man whose burning
questions about the American president come out each time I am about
to bring a chopstick full of noodles to my mouth. His wife is hunched
in the corner watching a Korean TV drama dubbed into Chinese, and
she makes a colorful dialectal fuss each time the man’s enthused
convictions on the Obama presidency drown out the scratchy TV buzz.
Hunanese cuisine finds its fame in devilishly hot peppers, and the locals
often brag, “While the Sichuanese may not fear the spicy, we Hunanese
fear the un-spicy!” cementing their place at the peak of the China spice
pyramid.
Outside the main temple hall, two stone towers house fiery ovens.
Pilgrims in black head wraps and loose yellow frocks throw four-footlong incense sticks and strings of firecrackers into the ovens as black
smoke spews out the top of each tower. Each time a bag of explosives
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catches fire, the rhythmic bursts of automatic weaponry sound as flames
and sparks erupt from the stone openings, sending the pilgrims running
back and dodging paper shrapnel to resume their kowtows from a more
comfortable distance.
Among the lines of pilgrims sit a group of shriveled old ladies
joking and jawing in Cantonese. They take short breaks to wave sticks
of incense almost as tall as they are above knotted headwraps. Three
generations of a family from Nanjing take turns between kowtowing to
the fire and imparting to me, by whispers, their first impressions of the
distastefully short Hunanese temper. Two sets of glassy-eyed newlyweds
toy around the ovens, the carefully gelled hair of the men staying in
place as they throw bags of firecrackers in and dash back in the barrage
of shrapnel, their brides shrieking and stamping circles in three-inch
heels.
I duck behind the bushy spread of a giant camphor tree to escape
the war zone, and follow old stone paths around pavilions that house
Ming dynasty tablets and gardens of willows drooping over jade-green
ponds. I lose my way in groves of baby palms and red maples, and as a
light rain begins to fall I find a lonely and tranquil shelter in a hidden
thicket of bamboo and vines.
****
In a silvery dawn twinkle I pick through an open marketplace past
bags of captive frogs, crates of roosters, and vinyl boxes filled with halfcarved pig carcasses. In the stalls and doorways I collect provisions for
the ascent. Five zongzi — sticky rice, beans, and red dates wrapped in a
bamboo leaf — and six tangerines fit in my pack with room enough left
for canteens of water and a sack of peanuts.
At the base of the mountain an open alleyway of incense shops
solicits business with a flashy line of stenciled signs. Wholesale Incense
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Supply caters to the budget-minded pilgrim, while Wang Family Specialty
Incense and Jade beckons the devotee with deeper pockets. In response to
corrupt corners of the incense trade, the Nanyue regional government
has decorated a ten-by-twenty-foot billboard with the three statutes of
proper incense peddling next to a chart of fixed legal prices.
The beginnings of Mount Heng slope up gradually from the back of
the temple complex, and it is not until I pass a pair of park rangers on
litter duty that I realize I have begun to ascend. Where the road narrows
and juts through an open camphor grove an old man sits on a road post
peddling his local medicinal remedies: mountain roots, tree bark,
mushrooms, and lichens. He pays me no attention as I amble past,
ducking in to read the characters on the hand-scrawled labels and
imagining which mountaineering ailments this flora might cure.
Stone steps lead off the road up the lush Sounds of Buddha Valley
where a sprawl of maples and pink wild roses hangs over a wandering
creek, its cool contents dribbling into still emerald pools. Five elderly
Hunanese women rest next to cloth sacks of giant incense sticks, their
red pirate-like head wraps cinched tightly and yellow hand-cut aprons
stenciled with the words South Peak Pilgrims.
The trail narrows under a stone wall and soon my way is blocked
by twenty college students. They are botany majors from the nearby
city of Zhuzhou out on a field trip, and they furiously jot down a
stream of cursive characters in small notebooks while their teacher
lectures on about each plant.
“The leaves of this Chinaberry tree have a natural insecticide.” She
encourages the students to inspect the underleaf pattern, and as they
lean in to grab for branches three girls in the back of the pack gawk at
me. One begins to move closer and another aims the camera on her cell
phone in a clandestine photo attempt which, had it been an
international spy mission, would have been undermined by the giggles
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and muted shrieks emitting from the third. The teacher moves on to
thorny plants (which the students are less inclined to manually inspect),
and the girls, after realizing their sleuthful photography has been
exposed, proceed into a full-throttle photo shoot complete with artistic
direction and glamour poses befitting a supermodel or actor or just
about anyone, it seems, except a tired wayfarer with scruffy whiskers
and sweat-soaked shirt.
“Take a good look at this root structure.” The teacher struggles to
regain their attention and offers an uprooted thoroughwort stalk in an
outstretched hand as enticement. I decide that my presence is impairing
the success of the botanical outing, and duck past the group to quickstep
up the trail.
Halfway up the mountain, the path turns to dirt and runs next to a
small mud-brick hut with weathered roof tiles and a fence made of
bamboo and twine. An old farmer stands down the terraced hillside in
his potato patch hoeing packed dirt and wiping sweat from his brow
with a grimy handkerchief. As I stop to wait for hens to run across the
path, three Hunanese hikers approach and we fall into conversation,
together negotiating waterfalls and consulting photocopied trail maps
when the path markings become ambiguous. When we stop to rest at a
dead end, the youngest man stiffens up.
“There’s something I’d like to ask you. Is there Chinese medicine in
the U.S.?” and “How much for one acupuncture needle?” He had
purchased a sack of crushed roots from the old vendor at the bottom of
the mountain, and is now preoccupied with the possibility of a lack of
medical treatment if he were to travel abroad.
I tramp for an hour with the men until they veer off the main path
to look for a picnic spot, leaving me in a silent thin coniferous grove of
tall specimens that have the same mossy physique as the Western Red
Cedars back home in Washington State. Down the sloping forest, the
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line of toothpick-thin trunks disappears into oblique shadows. But in
this wood crop there is no ferny understory and no Pacific musk, and I
am resigned to breathe in a landscape that is at once swaddling in its
familiarity and suffocating in its foreignness. When I have climbed out
of the strange cedars, I am glad to be away from their shadows.
Over the next promontory I find ten large characters carved into a
flat rock face next to the trail. Each character is two-feet square and
engraved one-inch deep, with dry pine needles filling the indentations
and a soft green moss blanketing the stone space in between. The
inscription reads: THE EARTH SINKS AND THE STARS COMPLETELY DIE.
HEAVEN LEAPS AND THE SUN BEGINS TO MELT. The couplet was penned
by the nineteenth-century poet Tan Sitong, who composed the lines
during an early morning ascent of the mountain. Tan was not a native
Hunanese, but made a name for himself in this region as a liberal
revolutionary who advocated reforms during the last years of the
crumbling Qing dynasty. His participation in a broader movement
dubbed the Hundred Days’ Reform made him an enemy of the
powerful Empress Dowager and led to his very sudden and very public
execution in 1898.
Despite Tan’s failed efforts at political reformation, he found success
in a literary reform movement, calling on writers to adopt a “New
Poetics.” While the guidelines of Tan’s New Poetics were fairly modest,
calling for an end to the use of antiquated nouns in favor of modern
sentimental ones, the movement gave fodder to the growing support for
writing in the modern vernacular, a style that would almost completely
replace the terse written Classical Chinese language just decades later.
I rise up a soundless ridgeside where the sky is framed by the upper
canopy of leaves. Its color changes from dull blue to an earthy brown by
some magic trick of light. I wonder if it was here that Tan formed his
treatise on new nouns, perhaps in those creeper vines that take root in
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stone crevices and spell out riddles against a gray palette in their own
made-up script.
Up the nape of the bare ridge and back into a thin cedar wood
another noun is sitting, almost waiting for me, on a granite park bench.
The nun in gray Buddhist ropes wears a stoic and ageless expression, but
as I approach, her solemnity breaks into an ear-to-ear grin accompanied
by the greeting “A-mi-tuo-fo!” It is a Chinese version of the Sanskrit
prayer to Infinite Light, an invocation of the Amitābha buddha. I return
the greeting with hands together and, obediently following the nun’s
beckoning outstretched palm, sit down on the bench and pull out my
water bottle. She gives me her Buddhist name, Shizhen, and tells me she
lives in a nunnery in the rural south of Hunan Province. Despite
growing up near Mount Heng, this is her first visit.
“These hills seem almost Buddhist now. The Daoists made them
famous, but we Buddhists bring in the pilgrim crowds!” She punctuates
every sentence with an enthusiastic “A-mi-tuo-fo!” as if it were a
necessary beginning and end to every thought. “Are you foreign?” She
broaches the question suddenly, and when I admit it is true, she laughs.
“I knew it because you can’t speak Hunanese!” I am doing well if that is
the only thing giving me away.
Shizhen points to the camera case poking out of my front pocket
and I hand it to her for inspection. After trying out all buttons in
sequence, she suggests that we take a photo, and we prop up the camera
on a granite slab and pose between two cedar trunks.
Shizhen’s yellow cloth slippers were built for a quiet monastic life
and make no sound on the stone steps. The air hangs thick and still
behind a wall of jutting ridge, and we pant through the sultry midday
heat. I was at first embarrassed by the diversity of the odors emanating
from my person, but see my companion’s demeanor is unmoved despite
the sweat spots seeping through her own robes.
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Shizhen breaks the silence of our ascent to talk about her ten years
in the nunnery and the years before that. “I was in poverty. My life was
bitter. You must have a bitter life to follow the Buddha.” I do my best to
follow her heavily accented speech, which is only broken by occasional
pauses to wish a hearty A-mi-tuo-fo to descending pilgrims. “People who
are rich and content have difficulty finding the Buddha. It is only after
they give up everything that they can discover the keys to Buddhism.
Giving up everything and helping others — that’s Buddhism.” Her
southern twang Mandarin then settles into her more comfortable native
Hunanese, and for the next five minutes I can only guess she is
imparting to me a profound, albeit dialect-coded, key to the cosmos.
Just when I consider enlisting a translator, she grabs a fallen alder
branch and returns to speaking Mandarin. “It’s like these leaves. They
turn yellow, then fall off. And they’re reborn, just like people.”
The path jaunts from inside the alder canopy to an exposed lookout
and then back inside the alders. Near the lookout there is a bench that
we take for as good a picnic spot as any. I set two zongzi on her cloth
satchel and she begins to refuse but instead reciprocates with an apple
and a pear for me.
“They’re still warm,” I assure her.
“They’re all washed,” she laughs as she fans herself with an open
palm, and we fall into a trance gazing at the stacked ridgelines that fade
into a thick monochrome haze. It is this seemingly unimpressive view
that must have compelled the ancient sages to seek seclusion in these
hills. There is a hidden allure only visible to the patient, and as I wait
and squint, the contours of my lenses contort and distort my world into
a seamless blur. I am drawn to the spaces between the peaks and ridges.
This void is the nothingness that gives the substance its substance. These
are jazz mountains, defined as a reflection of the visible, where negative
plus positive equals something more than zero.
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The trance is broken by a stream of questions that come from a
young woman. She is from Chongqing and in Hunan on business. With
an extra day before her train home, she decided to climb her first
mountain and light some incense for kicks. The problem is, she wore
the wrong shoes and forgot to bring a trail map, and could I possibly tell
her which way goes up and which down? Shizhen enlists her to join our
party, and after the nun and I ration off one zongzi, one pear, and one
gulp from the canteen, the three of us skip off as a motley band of
misfits on some unknown but delightful quest.
In three hours of climbing I have consumed and sweated out two
quarts of water, and just as I consider simplifying the process by pouring
the water directly over my head, the air loses its thickness and the sultry
haze turns to cool vapor. The Chongqinger (whose name I never
gathered in the course of a one-sided discussion about how these
mountains are quaint but too steep) does her best to include Shizhen in
the conversation until she gives up and in cackling inaudible whispers
mouths to me, “I can’t catch a word of her Hunanese!”
But there is more than language separating Shizhen and the
Chongqinger. The former is concerned with cedar bough fragrances and
A-mi-tuo-fos, while the latter seems only bothered by train schedules and
cell phone signals, and I struggle to find any common ground between
these two women who were born in the same country but come from
different worlds.
Near the summit, farmers’ wives collect herbs and roots while their
husbands sell their findings trailside as mountain remedies. The final
ascent up Wishing-for-Harmony Peak takes on imperial grandeur. A
series of ornate stone steps leads to a fortress-like shrine perched on the
highest point of Mount Heng’s seventy-two-peak range.
The castle-stone shrine, with its red drape wall hangings and granite
pedestal carvings, is clearly a product of Daoist interior design, but the
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two-man robed staff is all Buddhist. Shizhen offers three sticks of
incense and then sets about grilling the tired monk selling bottled water
about nearby monasteries that would provide free lodging to her, “a
devotee of the flock!” The Chongqinger consults her train schedule one
last time and, after one more brief complaint about how the slope of
Mount Heng does not suit her city legs, takes leave down the mountain
by a path that is, by local wisdom, more punishing on the way down
than up.
Shizhen and I convince the now grumpy monk (we had kept him
from his nap and failed to purchase his bottled water) to snap three
photos of our sun-beaten faces on the fortress steps. She then waves
goodbye and sets off to find her monastery lodgings, the stone echoes of
delightful A-mi-tuo-fos tracing her descent.
I am alone once again and sit squinting at the sequined juts of the
Mount Heng range until my forehead throbs and the shrouds of mist
open to a drizzle. I backtrack to the summit area’s only inn, and after a
marathon session of haggling, which includes three offers, two walkouts,
and one appeal to “Hunanese hospitalities,” I secure a heatless room for
one hundred yuan. I spend the rest of the afternoon making further
appeals to the befuddled owner’s son to fix the shower pipe and supply a
hot water vat, and at night I stretch out in the frigid room almost too
tired to hear the arrival of a rainstorm that will turn the next day’s
descent into a novel, if not instructive, type of Daoist hell.
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Migrating
by Yuan Changming (

袁昌明 )

The cold night is like the tide
Surging from beyond the horizon
You are tired of flying
While the twigs at the bank are full of thorns
O Bird, where are you going to perch?
Can you keep flying until day breaks?
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迁徙 *
袁昌明
寒夜如潮
汹涌自 天边
飞累了
而岸边的树枝都长满了 倒刺
鸟儿啊， 你将在何处歇息
能坚持到天明么？

* Translation by the author.
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Shanghai Taxi
by Ryan Thorpe

W

hen I think of Shanghai, I think of the taxis. As a Shanghai
resident, I now know that they come in almost every color:

reds, yellows, blues, and oranges, each color almost custom faded after
they have stood in the sun for years. When I first arrived, though, all the
taxis idling by the curb were shades of faded orange, and Alice, the
student volunteer from my university, guided me to a taxi near the
arrival gate. She had welcomed me warmly and helped me with my bags
after explaining that she was a graduate student in advertising and
currently worked as an intern for Chanel.
“That’s great,” I said. “You love Shanghai?”
She looked confused for a second, and I imagined her weighing the
two sides of the question, but after a moment, she said, “I’m from
somewhere else.” I nodded as if I understood, but I didn’t ever really
understand what she meant. Perhaps she meant that as a nonShanghainese, she did not feel like she could comment on someone else’s
hometown, or maybe she was saying that a person can never love
anywhere else that is not home, like home was a lover that could not be
neglected. As I got into the battered, orange taxi with Alice, I tried to
avoid thinking about the question, but as we pulled away and headed
into the city, I started to think about where I was.
The city was everywhere. It sprawled in all directions like an open
hand with endless fingers. Buildings towered high all around me, but
none of it struck me as particularly beautiful. It was all just so big. They
were true to their name. These were scraping sky, but there was little art
in any of it. These were buildings with purposes.
Halfway to my hotel in Minhang, the taxi driver pulled over to the
side of the highway. He said something to Alice and then walked behind
the taxi and started to pee.
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“That happens sometimes,” Alice said.
I nodded once again as if I understood. I wanted to fit in. I wanted
to be a part of the secret organization of individuals that understood
why taxi drivers relieved themselves behind their taxi cabs on the side of
the highway. I watched the meter tick upwards. I was paying for his pee.
I tried to keep nodding, a bobblehead doll floating in an ocean of
Chinese buildings, but I had a hard time doing anything but sitting back
and staring out the window at this world that looked so different from
Texas.
Alice deposited me at my hotel that stood on the edge of Jiao Tong
University’s campus. She told me that food was all around.
“You have some money?” she asked.
I nodded.
“You’ll be fine,” she said. “Enjoy Shanghai. It’s a wonderful place.”
I walked around campus for an hour, trying to find some food with
my English. I ended up with an ice cream bar and some cookies from a
convenience store for dinner. The chocolate tasted more bitter than
sweet.
A year later, I stood next to the road with my address written in
Pinyin, the phonetic alphabet of Chinese. Haining lu he henan bei lu. I
had practiced with my friend several times. After almost a year in
China, I still had a hard time getting taxi drivers to take me home. This
was my third attempt in five days to catch a taxi, and as I stood there
with my piece of paper in my hand, I imagined myself saying the words.
I moved my mouth to try to make each sound clearly. I stuck out my
hand and a minute later, a taxi driver stopped for me. I got in the front
seat. I wanted to see him when I talked to him.
He said something incomprehensible to me when I first sat down. I
smiled and nodded my head. “Haining lu he henan bei lu.” I carefully
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pronounced each word, and I imagined that I looked like a fish to him,
trying to breathe air for the first time. He smiled, though, and repeated
my address. “Yes,” I said in English.
He kept smiling and flipped down the meter of the cab to start the
trip home. I slid the piece of paper into my pocket and focused on
looking calm and relaxed while my soul danced. I had spoken the magic
words and was being transported to exactly where I wanted to go. I tried
to think of the names of the skyscrapers, but I felt myself getting
distracted. I had, after all, just used magic.
A year later, I stood outside in the rain near my house because I
refused to carry an umbrella. I was returning to America to attend my
sister’s wedding and the thought of carrying an umbrella halfway
around the world felt ridiculous to me. Rain gear should not be that
well traveled. I stood in the rain for twenty minutes as taxis flew past
me on the street. I tried every arm movement I could think of to get a
driver’s attention: holding my arm out straight, the casual wrist
movement, the waving of an arm, the waving of both arms, until finally
I must have looked like a bird as I flapped both arms and hopped as
drivers flew past me, the flightless wet bird. Finally, a driver in a yellow
taxi stopped on the other side of the street and waved me over to him. I
threw my bags in the back and hopped into the front seat.
I told him I wanted to go to the airport, terminal one. That was a
phrase I had learned recently, and he immediately headed in that
direction after a nod. I looked over at him and tried to understand what
I had just stepped into. He sat there in a full suit with white gloves and a
top hat. He looked like the driver for the queen of some small foreign
country or a man in a rush to a dinner party featuring French dishes
that were hard to pronounce.
“Handsome man,” I said in Chinese as I looked over his outfit.
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“Thank you,” he said in English. “I like my job,” he said in Chinese.
He pulled out onto the highway, and as we turned towards Pudong,
I saw the sea of buildings that hugged the Huangpu River, the skyscrapers
that might well be the fingernails of God, and I smiled at his comment,
knowingly nodding my head as we entered the Renmin Road Tunnel,
which would come up in Pudong near the Jin Mao Tower.
“You like Shanghai?” he asked.
I nodded again. “Yes, I like this place.”
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Paws
by Gale Acuff
With a cat I’ve named for my ex-wife
I live in a fourth-floor apartment on
this Chinese university campus.
She chases the chirping lizards and stalks
the giant beetles. I read John Updike
and await the beginning of fall term.
Three years in China and my Mandarin
is still poor. I’m still poor. All I have is
life—success has escaped me but I hear
its taunt, like a chirp. The cat can’t catch up,
can’t walk the walls or ceiling. Just sits, with
that hungry look, the occasional
yawn, the licking of paws and that same stare
my ex gave me: Jesus Christ, is this all?
Let’s be patient, I reply. The pleasure’s
in desire. Success is in the wanting.
Once you have a thing it’s gone forever.
Neither’s swallowed it. At night she wanders
out the breached kitchen window, onto the
sill of a ledge. It’s a long way down,
I remind her. She gives me another
face that says, I’ve been hunting the wrong prey.
Once, in Oklahoma, graduate school,
three cats own me. (I’m telling this again
although she’s heard the story). Well, one night,
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another graduate-school loser
comes over and we drop acid. Then he
leaves me to the animals. Here’s a secret:
they’re still wild— don’t let domestication
fool you. I wake up in a corner of
the room. They loll on the bed, trinity.
I’m naked. The sun is round. I’ve survived.
There’s hope but for what I’m not sure.
Except for tea, cigarettes, exhaust fumes,
I don’t do chemicals anymore, just
reminiscence. I’ve given up the spear
of a fork for the pincers of chopsticks.
I’m eating rice. As I go deeper in
-to the bowl stray grains stick to the rim
and dry to the hardness of tiny teeth.
I don’t stab at life, I squeeze hell from it.
When I stroke the cat she goes electric.
When I touch God we complete the circuit.
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Interviews and Photos
by Gabriel Geng (

任耿 )

I always ask myself about the choices I made along the way. Why
did I come to the States? What did I sacrifice to switch my career from a
financial professional to a photographer? What does my future look
like? These issues are buried deep in my mind with question marks all
over the place.
But I am not alone. I know there is a unique group of people
sharing the similar concern as me. My subject matter reflects their
struggle, the Chinese students born between 1990 and 1995 who study
in the US. Due to political issues, they are forced to make the decision
between staying here or going home in a short time after graduation. As
they stand at the crossroads of life, they cannot help but ask the same
questions, yet within a much shorter time period. After all, the
fundamental issue here is to pursue the meaning of life. With my work,
I attempt to help you understand this minority community and recall
the moments in which you have had to make decisions about your own
life.
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Zhang Yiying, 2018
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Interview & Photos: Gabriel Geng

Zhang Yiying Text, 2018
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Yuan Zhen, 2018
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Interview & Photos: Gabriel Geng

Yuan Zhen Text, 2018
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Chen Xuan, 2017
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Interview & Photos: Gabriel Geng

Chen Xuan Text, 2017
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Meng Xinyu, 2017
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Interview & Photos: Gabriel Geng

Meng Xinyu Text, 2017
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Liberation Avenue
by Gale Acuff

Haikou, Hainan
PR China
I reconnoiter Jiefang Lu, cherish
the damage from last night’s typhoon. Quite quiet.
I want to be alone and this is how.
Branches blown off trees, signs ripped from buildings.
No fatalities, as far as I know,
and new life should respond to the break in
the old. This is not my country but it
becomes me: we’ve disasters where I’m from
— I’ve lived through almost all and recommenced
on the level playing field of defeat,
have wakened to find flags in ribbons
but the world new because the sun bided
in the East, meaning that it’s set once more
and so am I. To those who have been touched
by adversity, I say If you love
you’re one of my own kind. With a vengeance.
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Portfolio
Jakob Montrasio (

孟亚柯 )

Stunned by the variety of visuals in China, Jakob Montrasio picked up
photography and a cheap DSLR shortly after he landed in Shanghai. From
2005 to 2011, when he lived in China, he photographed different parts of
and locations in the country with a wide range of gear. While he started
shooting with a Nikon, he got a Canon as well as an Olympus, and the most
recent photos from his 2018 Chongqing trip were taken with a borrowed
Leica M9. He loves to play around with new gear and test it in the field. He
likes to shoot city- and landscapes more than people, as one can see in the
following images.
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“China's Day Off”* | Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 2006

* Captions provided by the photographer.
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Portfolio: Jakob Montrasio

“Golden Shopping Week” | Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 2006
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“Fake Forbidden City” | Hengdian Movie Studios, Hengdian, 2007
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Portfolio: Jakob Montrasio

“Air Becomes Visible” | Xi’an, 2008
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“Gulangyu Rooftops” | Xiamen, 2008
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Portfolio: Jakob Montrasio

“Hangzhou” | 2007
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“Living in the Biggest City” | Chongqing, 2018
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Portfolio: Jakob Montrasio

“Jiefangbei” | Chongqing, 2018
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“Rainy Chongqing” | Jiefangbei District, 2018
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Portfolio: Jakob Montrasio

“Shopper in Chongqing” | Jiefangbei District, 2018
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“Roller Coaster” | Nanpu Bridge, Shanghai, 2010
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Portfolio: Jakob Montrasio

“Peaceful” | Ningbo, 2007
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Immigrating
by Yuan Changming (

袁昌明 )

walking around
around the corner of a back lane
I used to carry my yellowish identity
as carefully as if it were a big piece
of glass, through which I could see
others or myself, only if I chose
to do so, but on a hasty afternoon
I tripped down, and
smashed it into hundreds of
small and sharp pieces; since then
my shredded selfhood has become a big
public nuisance, a traffic hazard
as it glistens glaringly under the sun, cutting
tires or human feet, from time to time
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移居异国 *
袁昌明
绕过
后巷的角 落
我小心翼翼地扛着泛黄的身份
仿佛一大幅玻璃， 只要愿意
我可以透过它
瞥见他人或自 己
但在一个匆忙的午后
我跌倒在地， 将其
摔成数以百计
大大小小的尖利碎片 ； 自 此
这破碎的自 我演变成一个硕大
的
公共问题， 一个交通障碍
在太阳底下闪闪烁烁， 扎破
轮胎或人足， 时不时地

* Translation by the author.
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